
My wife and I get on a tram and I offer to pay for the tickets. I then ask the ticket controller for the price and get him the exact change. He wants more and I realize that I just gave him a smaller change. I then give him a big one and expect money back.

I get to a small tourist office of a big American city and asks a fat black lady what should I visit. As we talk about the Indian neighbourhood she takes my hand and shows me how different it is from theirs. There is actually an Indian couple in the office and I feel embarrassed.

I am looking at a coastal map to see the ferry ride to a nice colonial town. It is actually too expensive but also find that there is a road going there. It goes through many small islands that are not inhabited and I realize that there is still much to colonize.

My son and I get in a friend's apartment and I find a porno magazine on the closet. I then roll it in my hand and give my son to my wife. I lock myself in the bathroom and unroll the magazine but only find advertisement inside.

I am walking in the city and come to the stand of a rockabilly hairdresser. He shows me that I can dye my hairs in different black colors. I choose the most expensive one but he recommends the silver black. I then seat in to be colored but send him out again to pick my stuff so that I can draw.

I get in my wife's old office for a party and meet one of the directors. She actually wants me as an intern but I am going abroad. She was willing to pay me a salary and I try to discuss again. As one of her assistants asks me what I am up to I have them to seat at my desk with many electronics. 

I am walking on a country road and hear a big jeep coming at full speed behind me. I then hide in the field but it stops. Two short guys come out with two circular saws and try to cut a small apple tree. I guess from there language that they are Hungarian and we become friends.

We are walking in an ancient town with many canals and we try to reach the sea side. It looks a long way and we just get on a boat and start going fast through the roads. There are people going to church and they get really upset seeing us. I then take a sudden turn to avoid them.

I am on a train and a friend takes me to a famous Russian artist to give him a pile of my drawings together with a picture I took of him. He starts looking at them but only wants a publication. I then show them to another curator friend who finds child like colored drawings of a super hero. 

The school rector picks me out of a propeller as the next astronaut. I then get in the rocket and we fly over to the moon where we land safely. As I am filming the landscape I realize that the door is open. I then stand to close it and find a robot writing on our window his number and website.

My sister and I are in class waiting for our mates to finish an English test. There instructions telling them to replace the salad of a hamburger with fries. The teacher tells us that we also have to take the test and I go out of the class to concentrate but miss the ingredients to do it.

I get in a shop with another guy and a girl to rent a room in the basement and have sex. As we go to the desk to ask we find a remote control car without scaffolding. We then start to look at it and ask questions about the motors.

I am at a reception of an hotel and my old Polish friend lays on the sofa in front. He is very drunk and actually looks like a small boy. As I am about to leave with my another friend he tells us how is going to get another woman and have sex together with his wife.

A friend and I are in a very big motorcycle store where costumers are buying large components. We are actually there to buy a whole motorcycle and get in an even larger room but it is only the mechanic. We then ask him and he points straight across the room and through a corridor.

I am walking with my family through a small park and come to a monument. I look at it and say that when someone is born someone dies. It actually could mean that someone can get born and be dead already but it is not what I meant.

I install a software where I can only write in a black background. As I start typing it actually keep changing to other black and white pictures. I then find a button to select a static background but it is too white and I can't read what I am writing.

My wife calls me in the living room where she is with an old colleague. She has found an old device and the later knows how to use it. He activates it on his head and starts scanning with ultrasounds the room.

I am walking in a forest path towards a village by the sea. I think it should be close but I soon find myself still up a mountain on top of it. One hiker tries to slide directly down. He succeeds and all other hikers follow but not me that find it too steep.

I am at a big party outside with girls with big bubs dancing. The music finishes and I get to the computer to select a new song. I find the right title but the actual song is different and boring. A Japanese guy then takes over and select an Internet radio.

I am in a hotel room talking to the young sister of a friend who wants to be an artist but her parents are against it. She gives me blankets to sleep and takes me to my parents' room. They are actually back and my father jells at me. I then knock him in the luggage and throw it downstairs.

My father gives me a ride to a small harbor but the boat has just left and I will have to wait an hour. I then ask a guy in the cabin for the ticket and he tells me how much it is. I gave back my father the money I stole him and buy it with my own.

I seat with my uncle on his long meeting table and ask him about his business. He then tells me how it actually got bankrupted and had to quit it. I find the courage to tell him that he should have launched a brand with a more attractive name. 

I am one of the firsts to finish a test and place it outside on a long cash desk. As other ones follow they start to get it back with a score stamped in the back. I don't and realize that I meed to insert the test sheets in a binder.

I am walking up a mountain with a Polish friend and start sliding down that there is allot of snow. We are very fast and he gets in front of me. We reach the ski lift at the bottom and my father seems pist to see me. I actually wear the expensive skies he bought me.

A friend and I are in a mall with two girls. I go with the short one and promise her my love. As we walk away with the other couple in front I realize that the other girl is at least a bit cuter. 

I get through the small studio of a TV program and the conductor wants me to stay. I look around and realize that we are in the middle of a corridor and it must be a side thing. I just go through and run up the stairs to pick up my kid on time.

I am at some friends' place and ask them if I can bring with me the left over of a sandwich I had for dinner. There are actually two pieces and they are for the mother and the daughter who are also going out. We then just walk down the staircase together.

My wife is seating at the computer and I give her a massage. I then go to the kitchen and she comes in screaming. She got a tic on chick an accuses me to have brought it in.    

I meet the mother of a gallerist on the sidewalk doing barbecue. I then want to show her my artwork on my small computer but it gets stuck. As I try to unblock it from the start menu some videos of me doing erotic rituals are shown and I come in my pants. The meet is soon ready and we eat.

I am walking around an old church with my son who climbs up a marble block and throws his small sword but misses me. I then get so angry that I throw him down and almost have him to hit his head on a cut small tree. I hit him repetitively in the face and let him lay there.

I listen to a guy that has been swimming along a river. He jumped in from a canyon and started to swim all along the desert. I wonder if there were any rats or snakes but he denies. Another man wonders if he actually swam all the way to the ocean and he says yes.

I am biking in the mountains and start going downhill. It is not so steep and I move my body all the way to the front to gain speed. I surpass another biker but feel that I am going too fast. I then start to break but it doesn't help.

I walk around my old school and notice that the buildings have been renovated. Different triangular sections are painted in different colors and they are all named after a smell. As I hear students discussing how disgusting they are I notice that they have been also named after different nations.

I get in a long queue and we start to sing a revolutionary song. It works and we start to move in but they close the door right in front of us. I actually notice that we are in front of the exit and I move to the entrance before a new crowd of people arrives. The others have to start the queue again.

I take my class to the museum where I am having a solo exhibition. There is only one of my photos among several other artifacts. I approach it but realize that even that is not mine. I actually look up and find that my work is on the fourth floor. I send my students up there instead. 

I am out of a café with two old classmates. One of them has a condom and shows me how to pull it. I then try it myself and it flies inside right against our old teacher. The later gets angry and my classmate tells him that it was me. I then take him like a frisbee and throw him down the terrace.

I get to my new work which is actually my old bedroom and meet my advisor. He wants me to install my things and crawl under the table. I hand him a socket but can't insert a computer port on it. He does it for me and connect to the internet where there is a video of my workshop.    

I meet my Chinese teacher in the living room and he asks me for a number but I mistake. I then seat and try to make up an excuse but another teacher working on the computer nearby hears me. She then goes to the board to conjugate correctly what I was trying to say but it is too difficult.

I wake up that is very late and look out of the window. I can see the downtown where people are walking up and down. I feel my heart beating fast and wonder why it is mine and not theirs that stress much more.

I am in a garage waiting for an old classmate to give me a ride on his sport car. I then take a rest down but he immediately tells me to move my feet away from a racing seat. It belongs to his friend and it is very expensive.

I only find one of the jogging shoes I bought from a friend and go back to the shop. They actually display one shoe of the same model and I think to steal it but it is not the same size. I then ask the shop assistant to give me the right number so that I can replace the shoes and steal the right one.

I am walking around a young wood with my father-in-law and asks him to land me his motor saw. There is actually no need as the small trees has already been cut there. We then walk up to a cave and come to a porch where a young girl is holding a ball tight not to drop it down.

I am in the field with my small nephew when a little train with all my wife's relatives starts coming up the hill. They also want us to get on but I have to bring my son's underwear. I fetch them with one hand and hold my nephew with the other running to catch on time.

I am walking down to a club and meet my Chinese boss who asks me to work for him again. I tell him that I won't but he insists and pulls a gun out. I also have a gun but it is a toy and show a woman in red to hit him with a glass vase. He faints and she then gives me a low job on the red sofa. 

I am awake in the country house kitchen that is not yet morning and hear noises outside. It is a cow over the electric fence and opening the gate with its mouth. My father-in-law comes and he explains me that it is the mad calf of another cow. He shows me a drawing and I actually recognize it. 

A truck with soldiers enters a tunnel but it has collapsed. They then get the big riffles out and start walking outside. They actually see the enemy and prepare to fight but it is only an American citizen who lives in a small cottage. He keeps pretending to be one of them but they let him alone.

Two guys reach a purple port and dare to enter. When their other friends come they find them with two Asian girls on four legs and full with sperm. One of them has a very nice solid breast while the other is much skinnier and actually went with the homosexual guy.

It is late at night and we just get in the metro station. I hear the train arriving and I tell my wife to hurry up the staircase but she has our son. We miss it and would have to wait an hour for the next one but another train is coming. It goes to another station but it is not so far from our home.

I am walking around my new neighborhood in the suburbs. There are several streets crossing each other but I only know the name of the street where I live. I then look up to memorize the new streets but find a long name in Esperanto that sounds like Spanish.

I am in my old city and walk down a road instead of visiting an old church. It is cold out and I get in a café. I get a fist full of coffee beans from under the counter and a lady makes it for me in two different glasses. One has only hot water and I get allot of small sugar bags as I don't like coffee.

I get in a square with a market and find two old friends. They are supposed to be at work but they are spending their time shooting small arrows. The target is actually hanged on top of a stone arch that is too high to reach and get the arrows back.

I look back at some pictures of me biking up the mountains. I was much more robust then with my big arms out. My father and their friends were also coming along behind me. It was a really tough mountain and very steep on both sides with the sun lighting the smoothed rock. 

My best friend is pulling my son on a slide both from behind and underneath. They are actually out of our Chinese apartment and it is an orange inflatable they are using. As they keep on sliding I realize that they are in the ocean but they soon get bored and come back in.

It is afternoon and my little son is very tired. My old cousin tries to have him to sleep and I go and look. She is lying him on the bathroom floor and both their butts are out. I step in and take picture with my old camera to then go out again.

A company is being prized and the director gives presents to his employees. I am ready to scan them all and start arranging them. There are even some old toys but some parts are missing. The director then tells me to wait that he goes home to fetch them before I start.

I am working with my computer and get a message that I have to reinstall a program. It is actually an illegal copy but I have no alternatives. I then proceed with the installation and get a new message with a list a file that I can download but I can't recognize their extensions.

I get in a shop on the last floor of a mall and buy several small things for my vegetable garden. The shop assistant gives me a little discount and as I am about to go I hear her querying with the owner. She is kicked out and another shop assistant asks the owner about a book to keep her friend.

There will be a large festival in town and I am in the art director's apartment to discuss about the possible participants. As I am proposing several ones to her the phone rings. It is the organizer of the festival and the director tells her about an artist she already had in mind.

A Palestinian girl takes me into an abandoned factory where they are illegally producing bombs. I then get ready filling my camera with memory cards and we get to a high balcony from where to photograph. I try to hide but realize that everyone below is just eating pizza slices of different tastes.

An Italian professor explains us the making of small vegetable gardens in a big industrial city. I then ask him to tell us if he thinks that the historical center is still the center of the modern city. Everyone laugh and starts doing other things. A classmates tries to melt plastic like it was a nose. 

I meet my teacher in an abandoned school and start chatting with him. He tells me that he just bought bricks to build a wall in his house. He also tells me the price per kilo but says that they are empty inside. I let him know that I am going abroad but get back to attend his lecture anyway.

I am at the award ceremony of the best football players but the one from my own country is only last and waves a leafless branch.  I then walk out and come to another stand playing very cool music. There is a staircase taking to a balcony from where to watch the games. It is the VIP section.

A guy has come to our farm to buy our old car and I remove the dark paint that it is falling down. I actually want to paint over but my father-in-law only allows me to use anti-rust. There is actually no rust but he has a black anti-rust which would suit well.

My grandparents-in-law are driving us over a hill and I warn my son of the big mountain that we will see from the top. There is actually much fog and we can't see anything until I look up and find it. It is actually much bigger than I have expected and still white with snow.

As my wife is booking a room in the hotel of a cake shop I notice three Japanese guys doing a dance outside. I then run out with her phone to film them but can't get it framed right. As I manage to do so I find that they are actually a team of natives jogging  in white uniforms.

I am in an empty school and meet two guys boxing in the corridor. One of them gets angry with me and wants to fight. I am not that good but start fighting anyway keeping my defense up. He doesn't and starts punching with the right. I then show him how to begin with the left and then switch. 

I am in a bar outside where a woman is being courted by several men. She is finally left alone only with one of them but the retarded waiter comes and the man accept to eat some wastes. I then try to distract her and give her my old laptop that only need to replace battery.

We are waiting my son outside an electronic market when he comes out with a set of chips. They are actually plugs for LED lights but have to be activated individually. There is also a plug with only one switch but he likes the idea and get in to buy the lights for the one he already has.

There is a theater play on TV and I lay in bed with a couple to watch it. I get the woman right next to me and her husband goes over their son to make out with her. She is so beautiful but he has such an ugly face. As he gets back I feel her touching my hand from under the blanket.

I meet two colleagues on a street and tells them how to clean up their body by drinking only water for a whole day. One of them is on a diet and does it everyday. I follow her home but she is very weak and gets on my arms. She actually kisses me and I tell her how much I love her. 

I walk with a friend to her place while her husbands is with our kids behind. They live in a fine road but the house used to be a pub and there is no sun light. We get in and meet some other friends. As we keep waiting I start showing one of them how to box.

I meet an old Australian classmate and tell him that I might get a position in his city. We are then called in the classroom and the teacher tells us to teach for her. It is biology and I start telling the students how to create artificial life. I then right down all the various forces and one suggests sex.

I check my e-mail and find that I finally got the answer from a curator. It is only another coordinator writing about the reschedule of a course. Everyone has agreed and she writes that we are really in our twenties. I am actually thirty and did not agree.

Some friends and I walk by a tea plantation and I pick a fist full of leaves. I them meet a nun who shows me how to prepare them. My friends keep going and I run to catch them but they are upset with me. I try to talk about movies but then let them go over a wooden wall to their place. 

My wife and I come to a family restaurant on the sidewalk. It is Italian but it is run by some Arabs. An old lady is mixing a spaghetti sauce on a small table but two fat guys come up with a trail full with strawberries. She has to move and they also start mixing them with cream.

I am walking down to the city center to attend a big celebration and meet my wife and son at a crossing. They have been to see the band play but now everything is over. We then continue straight and look for a metro station to go home.   

My cousin has given me some pictures and I organize them numerically one by one. I actually find that many of them are just about him and his girlfriend in a dark kitchen. I then decide to have those kind of pictures under the same number.

I wake up very early and find myself in a dormitory. I then start to wash myself but there is nothing to dry and I go to the opposite dormitory. Everyone is asleep but the wake up hour is approaching and I turn on the light. It is actually too strong and I only pull the curtain up being very noisy.

It is dark in the evening and I am in my apartment with nothing to do. I then regret that we are leaving my son in kindergarten so late. I wish I could have told his teachers but now is too late and will have to wait until the school is over. 

I am walking by a lake listening to a beautiful song. I then propose my friends to roll a giant musical score of this very song and have it across the lake. We could also have another one crossing so that we can connect also the opposite sides but a friend tells me that one is sufficient.

I am climbing up a fat man sculpted on a big rock. The daughter of the owner is also with me and I tell her how his tie could be modified and reach the water. She agrees but have problems going up the belly. We then start descending and find some hidden drawers but there is nothing inside.

I am in the kitchen of a girl making pancakes and I try to talk to her. I then tell her that I was recently in her neighborhood to take a language test. She seems confused but I explain that I only was here to take the metro to go to the center giving the test.  

I get finally together with an old friend at his parents' place. We keep it in his room where he shows me his work but it is getting late. We then walk out together and start going even though his mother is in the kitchen cooking zucchini and calling me to stay for dinner.

I am in an island owned by a multinational company to grow yellow paprika. I just want to get out and start driving over the narrow cement bridge they built. I surpass a truck and come to the middle where they have built a tower to host the company's visitors. Even that is built in cement.

I am in the city center and see a man with his family walking with toilette paper. I give him allot of money for a roll as I need to wipe my ass. I then get in a disco to look for some friends and throw it on an empty sofa. There are actually friends of friends and I tell them of my going abroad.

An old classmate and I are in a bedroom playing to fight. I then hold him on the floor but he wants more and I byte him in his naked back. I finally stand up and tell him that I have to go to my mother. I then pick a bag of eggs from the open fridge and show him that there is even soy milk.

I seat on a table with my father who tells me of a long bike trip up the mountains. My old neighbor who is also a biker is seating there and we are told to move close. It is actually our wedding and she tells me to cut the strawberry cake that has already melted.

I am waiting to sell the car of a friend and start driving after a car he likes. As I notice that it is also has spots of polished rust I realize that I am driving on the opposite lane. I then switch to the right one but a policeman tries to stop me. I can't find the break and almost drive over her.

I have my father to park a bit out of town where is less expensive. We then start walking in a very desolated landscape and he tells how American surgeons concentrate all their operation in a day. As we come by a big yacht being approached by a small crew I start telling him about the Chinese.

I am swimming with my old team and the coach tells me to swim on my back even though I am one of the shortest. I am actually one of he fastest and almost finish that I find myself in the captain's lane. He is only starting with breaststroke and looks much shorter than me.

I am in my old American high school and look around for my old classmates. I actually end up in the bathroom and look for some toilette paper but it is all very dirty. As I walk out I see that there are actually students living there in small hidden rooms.

I play the video-game of a rabbit and have it going up a staircase but don't stop in time and make it fall. It is now in the grass underneath and I have it look for a way up again. By the staircase is a big Santa Claus liquefied with a green monster who is no longer dangerous.

I am willing to help a shop owner with some extortion but see that he sends his five men inside a bar. They ask the permission of the bar tender and approach other five men. The later have knives but one of them has a gun and they have to surrender.

I am dragging a lady out to the sidewalk and into the city. She actually took a trip with her husband pretending that they were us who actually won it. It consisted of a tour around the wild lakes of Canada and she even has the guts to tell me that she didn't like it.

My wife and I are with our tent in a big camping when the Indian cleaner comes by. I then take the ball out but he has to work. I star to play alone in the field in front when a girl joins me. She wants to be the goal keeper and I get ready to shoot even though we just lost a game because of me.

We have allot of sauce left and my mother-in-law is cooking rice while I want to make pasta. As I walk out to our cabin without telling her I feel suddenly very wet. It is my kid who has thrown all the sauce on my butt.

I am seating in a reading room with few other people. My son is looking for a friend to play and go to a girl who is reading on her laptop. She accepts him really warmly on the sofa with her and I actually realize that she is our new queen.

I am up North and get friend with a family who is going for a hike up the mountain. The father puts me in charge of getting the permission to pick flowers both there and on the grass where we are seating. I then talk to a woman but she tells me that we are just on a swamp with tics.

I get in the lobby of a hostel to play a video-game and find that there are three different ones on the wall. A guy takes the middle one which is a street fighting game. He puts a coin in and steps back doing physical movements that are played back by his character on the screen.

I stop on the side of a road where a group of musicians are playing. A Southern man comes in and star playing the violin by heart. The director also wants someone to sing and calls in my Finish friend who has a bad voice. I then stay behind her and also follow the text to make my voice heard.  


